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Price Colour Coding Legend
$0.00  Standard stock item in NZ
$0.00  Local supply / manufacture
$0.00  Available as indent
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Twin Fresh Heat Exchange Ventilator
Reversing ventilator, stale air out, fresh air in, with heat exchanger
Item # Description RRP  Trade

VERA-50-1 TwinFresh  round telescopic tube, stainless external cowl $648 88

VESA-60 TwinFresh square telescopic tube, PVC external cowl $648.88

Note: VERA-50-1 and VESA-60 come with wall mounted switches.

VERA-50

VESA-60

VERA-50-1 comes with 
VEMVM152bVsN 

Stainless external Cowl 
see p47a
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High Efficiency
The heat and energy recuperation rate of the TwinFresh ventilators is very high and can reach 91%. 
While a single TwinFresh unit provides permanent balanced air exchange and air filtration for areas 
up to 50m2, for best results, it is recommended to install two TwinFresh units.  This will facilitate air 
movement throughout the area.

Operating logic of the TwinFresh ventilator 
The ventilator can be operated in either cycling mode with heat and 
moisture recuperation, or for either supply or extract (depending on 
installation) mode with no recuperation.
In Cycling Mode:
CYCLE I Extraction. Warm stale air is extracted from the room, passing 
through the ceramic energy accumulator,   both heating and moistening 
the accumulator,  and transferring up to 91% of the contained thermal 
energy.  After 70 seconds, once the ceramic accumulator is heated, the 
ventilator switches to supply mode automatically.
CYCLE II Supply. Clean fresh air from outside passes through the 
ceramic energy accumulator, absorbing moisture and heating to near 
room temperature due to the accumulated heat.  After a further 70 
seconds, once the temperature of the accumulator has dropped, the fan 
switches to extract mode and the cycle is renewed. 

The ventilators have user-friendly design depending on application:
TwinFresh S model with a square telescopic duct is normally used for new facilities under construction. 
TwinFresh R models with a round telescopic duct can be used for preexisting buildings.

TwinFresh ventilators offer a cost and energy saving solution for most indoor environments.  
Secure: Providing the necessary air exchange without having to open a window.  
Suitable for houses and apartments, community and commercial premises.  

See also Technical Catalogue pp86a-86e


